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State asks voters to decide on ten
proposed amendments Nov. 5, many
of which affect college students
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John Engle, a junior majoring in
education, enjoys a cigarette while on
a break from class.

supporter of Amendment
11 makes strong case

Ballot measures
• Amendment 2 aims to open the lines of communiration between voters and elected officials.
• Arylen_d~t 3 gi\6 the Aorida legislature more authority to what appears on voters' ballots in
M1am~Dade County.
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ALEXI HOWK
STAFF WRITER

In a · debate last
Thursday on Amendment 11,
.. which will determine the
future of Florida's higher
education, a proponent told
an audience of students, faculty and others that political
meddling should have· no
business in the current sys-
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•

working on a lot of the basic
stuff that new boards would
normally do."
At a time when most of
But with elections just a
Florida's boards of trustees week away, an amendment
have finally wrapped up their on this year's ballot dubbed
strategic plans outlining the "The Graham Amendment,"
direction of their institu- after Sen. ·Bob Graham, has
tions, comes an amendment board members concerned
that would change the organ- about the future of their role
ization of higher education in the university system.
"My mind is on defeating
again.
A controversial Amend- the Graham Amendment,"
ment 11, which establishes a said Dick Nunis, chair of
statewide governance board UCF's Board of Trustees.
to oversee all 11 Florida pub- "It's an absolute ·bureaucralic universities, pits univer- cy and is not needed."
Many of the state's unisity presidents, student associations, local boards of versity board members
trustees . and the state share common concerns
against proponents who say about Amendment 11, sugthe current higher education gesting it takes away their
system contains political authority to set policy for
meddling and gives each of their universities, and allows
the local boards less authori- them. to merely "administer"
ty to run its universities, its institut~ - an ambiguwhile putting the bl,llk of the ous word they say connotes
power in the hands of politi- less authority.
cians - the Legislature.
But the local boards do
Since its one year in not have the power now to
existence, most of the indi- set overall policy under the
vidual · local boards have current system. Setting polifocused on getting to know cy lies in the Legislature with
their universities, determin- the new Florida Board of
ing what construction proj- Education enforcing that pol- .
ects and buildil).gs are need- icy.
Amendment 11 would
ed, planning budgets and figuring out how it can accom- take control over academic
. plish their university's goals. policy putting it in the hands
"This has been an orga- of a statewide citizen governizational year in trying-to nance board that would be
figure out the direction of the constitutionally protected
university and what kind of from interference by the
university it should be," said Legislature.
Dick Beard, chair of the local
"We haven't had any
board at the University of
P LEASE SEE New oN s
South Florida. "We've been
STAFF WRITER

MIKE BLAKLEY

oters will decide on topics ranging from classroom sizes to pregnant
pigs' cage sizes by voting on 10 proposed amendments on the Nov. 5 ballot.
One amendment short of the
original 11 that initially made
the ballot, amendment 5 was
scratched after the Florida
Supreme Court ruled its language was misleading.
Amendment 1 proposes
reforms to the Florida de~th ·
penalty.
Amendment 1 proposes
changing the wording "cruel
or unusual punishment" to
"cruel and unusual punishment" in the state constitution. If the amendment passes, Florida courts match the
U.S. Supreme Court in making capital punishinent decisions. The amendment also
allows the execution of
minors ages 16_and 17, which
is presently not permissible.
Supporters say it gives
the state more authority in
how executions take place.
More than ·70 percent of voters approved a similar
amendment in 1998, but the
Florida Supreme Court found
it unconstitutional due to
misleading language.
Opponents say the state
does not need the amendment because courts take fuM
. advantage of the death penalty, giving an increasing imwber of convicts the death
penalty each year.
Amendment 2 aims to
open the lines of communication between voters and
elected officials.
Amendment 2 requires
the Florida State Legislature
to issue econ9mic impact
statements to the public
before voters go to the polls~(
The statements will provide
information on how proposed
amendments will affect the
area's economy.
_Supporters of the bill say

Restructuring
order in
universities
ALEXI HOWK
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The proponent, attorney
Robin Gibson, a former chair
of the old Board of Regents
and author of Amendment
11, faced Florida Board of
Education Chairman Phil
Handy in front of a crowd of
more than 100 professors,
students and others during
PLEASE SEE
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UCF FACT
.This ~r's Spirit Splash. one of um
Home(Ollling traditions, was the
fi"1 - to have a band of any type
perform I~ at the event That band
was 7 Mary 3.
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Future of Florida's higher
education system at stake
-

Students protest
a war with Iraq

-

.

"The only way you can have academic freedom is with a board indelast week's public forum.
pendent of the Legislature who can
Amendment 11 proposes a two-tier stand up for the universities," Gibson
system consisting of a statewide, con- said. ''.Anytime the board can be wiped
stitutionally protected board of gover- out at any time by political figures, you
nors and the existing local boards of can't have academic freedom."
trustees at each university - giving
Under the current system, the
local boards more independent status. . executive and legislative branches have
Under the current system, politi- the power to, dismiss any trustee for
cians in the Florida Legislature and - "cause;' which is -undefined in the
political appointees on the Florida statutes. In other ·words, if trustees
Board of Education run the universities don't agree with Tallahassee, the
along with each institution's appointed Legislature or the governor can dismiss
board of trustees.
them for any reason at any time.
At the debate, three UCF faculty
"That's an unforgivable sin as far
members serving as panelists - politi- as government is concerned," Gibson
cal science professor Aubrey Jew~tt, said. ·:it's a political spoils system being
sociology professor Ida Cook, ~d able to abolish the board at anytime."
finance professor Jim Gilkeson Gibson
said ' that
under
posed questions to each representative. · Amendment 11, the governor and the
While the two representatives state board would both play a role in
clashed on what has been a rather com- appointing members to the local
plex issue filled with misinformation boards, thus eliminating the bulk of
from both sides, they did agree oii one political meddling and the potential of
thing - each has the goal of creating interfering with academic freedom.
an outstanding university system. They Under the current system, the governor
disagree, however, OIL what form the appoints 12 of the 13 trustees with the
governance should take.
student body president holding the
Gitison scrutinized the current sys- remaining permanent position.
tem as being run by politicians and
Jewett
questioned
the
political appointees who sometimes Legislature's authority under the curdesignate funds to universities they rent system to tamper with tenure and
hav!O) particular ties to or special inter- faculty salaries.
ests in.
Handy said the boards of trustees
He cited a $43 million appropria- would protect tenure and academic
tion by Florida Senate President Rich freedom. "There will be no tampering
McKay to build the Ringling circus with tenure under this system," he said.
museum in Sarasota - an area propoHandy also touted an alignment
nents and opponents say McKay has with all university presidents, individrelations in, as an example of excessive ual boards of trustees and student
political influence in the higher educa- associations who have unanimpusly •
tion system. McKay has ties to the local voted and spoken .-0ut . - against branch of University of South Florida Amendment 11.
""
located in in Sarasota.
Gibson asserted that political pres"The museum was by no means a sure has influenced university presitop priority in our education system," dents' stances on Amendment 11.
Gibson said. "If we continue down this
"Because of their positions, it is
road under the current system, these very difficult for presidents to personalare the cost inefficiencies we will expe- ly disagree with those in control of the
rience."
financial support for their institutions,"
Cook questioned the trustees' abil- Gibson said. "It is particularly telling
ity to make sound academic decisions, that every former university president
considering that most trustees lack that is out from under the system supexperieIJ.ce on education issues and ports Amendment 11.
predominantly come from business
"We need to protect our boards of
backgrounds.
trustees, which is extremely vulnerable
Handy defended the inclusion of under this current system," Gibson
business people. "If you look at any said.
great university across the country and
Two years ago, the Legislature
its board, you will see that boards are under Gov. Jeb Bush, abolished the
primarily made up of business people," _Florida Board of Regents after it
Handy said.
refused J undiiig for two new law
Gilkeson pressed further with con- scho'Ols and one new·medical school.
cerns that university presidents and ·
- The Board of Regents, which ran
local boards of trustees are vulnerable the universities since 1965, deemed the
to becoming "buddy, buddy with each request for new schools as unnecessary
other;, in the absence of an overall coor- and expensive projects. In the Board of
dinating body, which he said could Regents' place, the governor appointed ~
potentially create an !ltmosphere simi- local boards of trustees at each univer, lar to the WorldCom and Enron scan- sity and created the Florida Board of
dals.
Education headed by Handy to enforce
"Businesses need regulatory over- K-20 education policy set by the
sight if you're going to say the current Legislature.
_
system is run like a business," Gilkeson
When the current system went into
said, after Handy compared the current effect, the Legislature approved fundsystem to a business model.
ing for tb,e two new law -schools at
Faculty members also worried that Florida International University and
local boards politically influenced by Florida A&M University, and the new
the Legislature could iiihibit a profes- medical school at Florida State
sor's academic freedom in teaching University - programs previously
particular subjects in class.
opposed by the Board of Regents.
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said. 'T wanted hundreds. It will never be
enough."
Several UC:f students who either
Most people driving by the intersec- received Wilson's email, or heard about
tion of Orange Ave. and Colonial Drive the event byword-of-mouth did show up to
honked tneir horns in appreciation. _express their views on the issue and
However, some motorists yelled profane protest their beliefs.
slogans and called the demonstrators
"I hope that people-driving by will see
holding signs Communists.
that war doesn't solve any problems," said
Senior Jennifer Kryshka said the junior Crystal Arellano: "I don't see how
most disheartening comment came from good can come out of hate, unless you turn
what looked like a 7 or 8-year-old boy who it around and make it into love."
screamed, "Kill them all," out the window
Arellano, who has attended several
of a passing car.
other loc;tl protests, said she was giad to
About 50 Central Florida activists see other young people who feel the same
gathered at the high-traffic downtown way she does. She believes people who
Orlando intersection on Saturday, on the support the war J:iave the wrong ideas
---~
international day of protest against abouf it. President Bush's planifto go to. war ~tlr, • - -=~We--il~d·~-t~'~:ifuow more about our
Iraq.
government to help make dectsions [about
Nicholas Mandino, a 17-year-old high the war]," Arellano said.
scho9l student, carried a sign saying
Junior Ryan Browne agrees with
"Today's Youth Will Be Tomorrow's Arellano's conclusions on war supporters.
Soldiers."
He calls most people's ideas on the subject
Other protesters carried signs with contradictory, and believes many do not
slogans, "George W Bush Does Not Speak understand the real issues at stake.
For Us," "Fight War Not Wars," and "You
"They want to be at war," he said.
Cannot Simultaneously Prevent -+ "But they don't want to go to war."
Prepare For War."
Browne also said that although some
Mary Wilson, of the National UCF protesters attended, he does not
Organization for Women, said she began a believe the spirit of protest exists with
mass email inviting people to come to the most students yet, but says a movement
protest event. She has organized several has begun to form.
other local protests, and says this is her
"I'd call it _the spirit of change," he
second Orlando anti-war protest.
said. "It has been growing, and I don't
"I wanted more people to come," she want it to stop."
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER
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The contrast between celebration and scenes of death were accentuated Friday when pro-life activists
demonstrated their views in the form of graphic photographs at Spirit Splash. -
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Death penalty reforms, rights for sows and
smaller.classroo·ms among ballot measures
FROM PAGE

1

•

informing voters is good for
democracy . The High Speed
Ground
Transportation
AJ;nendmerit of 2000, a 120-mile
an hour railroad system linking
the state's five largest urban
areas, passed without providing
voters comprehensive knowledge of the economic impact it
would have on the state and
where the railway would run.
That amendment likely prompted the introduction of this measSPECIAL TO CFF
ure.
Amendment
10
aims
to
outlaw
two-foot
gestation
cages
used
on
industrial
hog
farms in
Opponents say the amendFlorida.
·
ment lacks claJ•ity They want to
know who will prepare the statements and suggest rewriting the
education and adding the pre- throughout their entire life until
bill to ensure statements come
kindergarten program to the they are slaughtered.
from independent sources.
Supporters of the bill say it
system will compound the probAinendment 3 gives the
will
keep
industrial hog farming,
lem.
They
also
claim
it
will
be
Florida
Legislature
more
difficult to find qualified teach- often criticized for shameful
authority in deciding what
practices, out of Florida. They
ers.
appears on voters' ballots in ple and majority rule accurately parents or grandparents.
Amendment 9 calls for a also say it makes a statement by
Amendment 7 allows counportrays the people's will. They
Mifillli-Dade County
. Amendment 3 gives the also say there is no proof of bet- t.i es to decrease the assessed reduction in public school class being the fir~t ballot proposal of
its kind in the country
Florida Legislature the ability to ter governing because of public value of a home for a tax exemp- size beginning in 2010.
Opponents say the amendAmendment 9 proposes to
tion. Sponsored by the Florida
propose amendment s to the oversight.
Amendment 5 has been State Legislature, supporters reduce public school. classrooms ment overlooks the practices of
Mifillli-Dade County Home Rule
Charter, which won a unique taken off the ballot due. to its say this amendment gives the to 18 students per class in beef and poultry industries and
county flexibility in dealing with grades kindergarten through they say Florida has only a small
misleading language.
home-rule status in 1956.
Amendment 5 would have local issues. They also say it third grade, 22 students per amount of industrialized hog
If passed, the Florida State
Legislature would join the coun- created a committee to review encourages families to take care class in grades fourth through farmers. They also say the cages
ty commission and the public sales tax exemptions had it of the elderly at home instead of eighth and 25 students per class are neces_sary to keep the price
through high school.
of pork competitive.
who already have the opportuni- passed. The committee would be placing them in nursing homes.
It is sponsored by The
Amendment 11 proposes the
Opponents say the local govty to propose amendments to the required to report its findings by
charter. The proposed amend- March 2004. A lower court ruled ernments will lose an estimated Coalition to Reduce Class Size. creation of a statewide government, which affects only Miami- the amendment's language was $4.5 million in tax revenues that Supporters say the state has ing board to work with local
The
Florida will have to be compensated by plenty of time to find a way to trustees to govern Florida uniDade · County, would allow the misleading.
Legislature to change the coun- Supreme Court upheld that deci- raising taxes ·in other areas. pay for the proposal, which dic- versities.
Amendment 11 proposes
ty's charter with voter approval. sion and the amendment was They also say the amendment tates that it become effective in
lacks clarity because it fails to all of Flc)l'ida's public schools by reorganizing the universities'
It was sponsored by legisla- dropped.
Amendment 6 proposes a address what will happen if 't he 2010. They also say teachers' education systems by creating a
tors from Miami-Dade who were
frustrated with the failure of the ban on smoking from indoor parent or grandparent dies or effectiveness will increase with statewide governing body to
smaller class sizes.
oversee the operations of
county commission to approve workplaces with some excep- moves out.
Amendment 8 proposes a
The Florida Board of Florida's public universities.
tions.
reforms.
Amendment 6 bans smoking statewide volunteer pre-kinder- Education opposes the .amend- The amendment includes adding
Supporters say the amendment. Under Amendment 9, the a local committee to work with
ment gives Miami-Dade County from restaurants, workplaces garten by 2005.
Amendment 8 suggests Legislature provides the funding the state agency in deciding the .
residents an easier alternative and most commercial establishto the current petitioning ments. Exemptions include improving children's education needed to reduce classroom future developments and fundtobacco retail shops, smoking by giving every four-year-old in sizes.
ing of the state's 11 public uniprocess.
Opponents say Florida versities.
Opponents say the amend- rooms in hotels and free-stand- Florida the opportunity to attend
Florida Sen. Bob Graham,
ment weakens home rule in the ing bars. More than a dozen a volunteer statewide pre- schools already face teacher
area and needlessly brings coun- Florida health-related organiza- kindergarten. The Parents for shortages and decreasing the and the political committe!'),
tions approve of the amendment, .Readiness Education for our size of classrooms increases the Education
Excellence
for
ty issues to the state level. Amendment 4 addresses which is sponsored by Smoke Kids, a political committee advo- need for more qualified teach- Florida, sponsored this amendprivacy concerns and citizens' Free for Health, a political com- cating early childhood pro- ers. They contend education · ment.
Supporters say universities
rights to view public documents. mittee dedicated to prohibiting grams, sponsored this amend- standards will suffer unless
ment.
quality teachers can be found to must compete with each other
Amendment 4 will require a smoking in the workplace.
Supporters of the bill say
The Florida Board of fill the n:ew classrooms and say for legislature dollars under the
two-thirds vote of each house of
the Florida State Legislature designated . smoking areas at Education supports the amend- the program could cost up to current system. They also say
before a public document could public places do little to shield ment. The Florida State $27.5 billion to implement and the current system created three
unnecessary schools, a new
be sealed. In 2002, the people from second-hand smoke Legislature repealed the former $2.5 billion a year to sustain.
Amendment 10 advocates medical school and two new law
Legislature reviewed more than and always threaten the health pre-kindergarten program· that
150 bills for exemption from pub- of non-smoker employees work- became effective in Jan. 2002. If better conditions for pigs during schools. ·
passed, Florida will be the sec- their pregnancy
The Florida Board of
lic access, an incyease from the ing there.
Opponents say counties ond state offering universal preAmendment
10 allows Education .opposes Amendment
usual 70 per year. Prllsently a
authorities to fine individuals up 11. Opponents say the amendmajority vote determines if a should decide where people can kindergarten.
Supporters say the funding to $5,000 for containing preg- ment diminishes local control of
public document will remain · smoke instead of the state. They
also say business owners may will not interfere with the exist- nant pigs in unsuitable cages. universities. They also say it
public.
Supporters say special lose tourism revenue if forced to ing education budget. By offer- The Floridians for Humane fails to address how the existing
interests groups try to hide ban smoking in their establish- ing exposure to education early Farms sponsored this amend- agencies will function with the
on, . children will be better . ment, hoping to stop the mis- new statewide governing sysinformation. They argue a two- ments.
Amendment 7· suggests a equipped for higher education, treatment of pigs at industrial tem.
thirds vote will · help ensure
hog farms. Particularly it outtax break for homeowners who they argue.
For more information about
access to government records.
Opponents- say
public laws gestation crates, two-foot the issues, and on how to vote,
Opponents
say
the construct additional rooms withL'egislature represents the peo- in their hoines to accommodate schools fail to provide adequate large cages that hold pigs log onto Election.dos.state.fl.us.
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New system won't
remove politics
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on the boards of trustees.
However, students have
real power until 30 days ago," no representation at the state
said Judy Albertson, a UCF level under the current sysboard trustee.
tem and faculty has no repre- .
Currently, local boards sentation locally or statewide
have limited power of running .
"We feel there should be a
their universities while in the guaranteed place at the table
transition phase. The boards for faculty and students,"
will assume greater power in Graham said. "How can a sysJanuary when the current tem like the current one leave
system fhlly goes into affect.
out faculty and students when
The current system, also they are the ones most directknown as "the seamless sys- ly affected by the system'?"
tem" for its role in combining
Under the new system,
levels of education K-20 faculty arid student represenunder the Fforida Board of tatives would serve on both
Education, gives local boards the state and local boards
the authority to create new with staggered terms of seven
programs limited to under- years for the state board and
graduate · and
master's five years for the local boards.
degrees, construct new roads
Under the current sysand building8, hire and fire tem, member terms coincide
faculty members and increase with elections, thus allowing a
tuition costs. ·
new governor to come in and
"We do not hire and fire appoint his or·her own people.
university
presidents,"
Graham said by keeping
Albertson said.
the local boards under the
In the present statutory new system, it would free the
system, the Legislature statewide board to do its job
specifically retained for itself and cut across the entire unithe power to hire and fire uni- versity system, rather than
versity presidents, establish having a statewide board
academic policy, enact laws spending time
deciding .
pertaining to universities, whether a new building
appropriate public funds for should be built or whether a
universities and allocate new president should be hired
those funds to their destina- at each university. Those
tions within the universities.
details would be left to the
Under Ainendment 11, local boards to handle.
the Legislature would only
"We're not interested
· have the power to appropriate defensively ~ voiding the curstate funds to the universities. rent system," he said. "We're
It would not have the power to interested offensively in makallocate those funds like it ing it better."
does now. Allocation and acaWhile all university presidemic policy would-rest in the dents, local boards of trustees
hands of the statewide gover- and student associations have
nance board.
unanimously voted against
·Graham, dubbed · as Amendment 11 in a resoluFlorida's past education gov- tion, some faculty, former
ernor, has actively sought to presidents of universities and
put the amendment on the former members · of the
ballot and has been cam- Boards of Regents have sided
paigning around the state for · in favor of the amendment.
its approval. He said the
Chris Marl'in, an attorney
amendment protects the inde- who teaches constitutional ·
pendence and stability of uni- law at UCF, likes the idea of
versities from political powers the new system.
in the Legislature.
"The current system · is
"I think the current sys- rife with political interfertem is inherently unstable ences," he said.
because the governor can dis"Under the new system,
miss individuals for cause and the Legislature won't be able
the legislature can abolish to tell the local boards what to
anything at any given time," do because they would be pro·Graham said. Just what con- · tected in the constitution," he
stitutes "cause" has not been said. "You can't change anyarticulated in the statutes. thing in the constitution withGraham said with cause unde- out a vote of the people. The
fined, board members could current system · basically
be
dismissed
if
the makes every legislator a uniLegislature should become versity president !or a day."
dissatisfied with their views.
Proponents say the curThe local boards would rent system gives no accounthave more responsibility over ability to a single entity ·
grants and state funds, which be-c ause
when
the
are now determined by the Legislature, Florida Board of
Legislature, he saiq. Under Education and local boards all
the amendment, local boards havf;l power, no one knows
would have the sole authority where power starts and
to hire and .fire university where it ends. The new sys.
presidents - something they tern would hold the sta,te
do not have the ability to do board of governance and local
under the current system, he boards accountable for higher
said.
education.
The amendment estabRichard
Briggs,
a
lishes a two.tier system with a research professor at the
statewid<:l governance board University of Florida, also
comprised of 17 citizens and likes the idea of a new system.
the individual local boards of He said with control in polititrustees. Currently, student cal hands, universities have
representatives have a place been put in a position of havin the system at the local level ing to compete against one
with student body presidents
from each university serving PLEASE SEE Amendment ON 6
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Amendment will
create checks
and balances ·
FROM PAGE

5

another for state funding.
"Univ~rsities are hiring
more lobbyists than ever and
signing up influential supporters to go to the Legislature for
favorable treatment," he said.
Many proponents site the
move by the Legislature . to
create three new expensive
programs, which they say
were not needed ·and did not
have approval under the old
system where the 'statewide
Board of Regents managed
the universities.
Proponents say the two
new law schools at Florida
International · University and
Florida A&M University and
the Iiew medical school at
Florida State University were
politically motivated. They
say a statewide board com~
prised of citizens and a faculty and student member, would
only have the best interests of
the universities in mind.
Marshall Criser, chair of
the boards of trustees at the
University of Florida, said he
likes
everything -about
Amendment 11 except the
Legislature's role of appropriating funds .
"If we were going to get
rid of political meddling, I'd be
all for Amendment 11,'' he
said.
He said as long as the
Legislature will have the
authority to appropriate
funds, the system would still
have meddling, and he doesn't
see the need of going through
another
reorganization
process.
"The cure to get rid of
meddling would be to have
lump sums of appropriation
for higher education," Criser
said. But proponents say that
just wasn't possible.
Criser cited an appropriation by Florida Senate
President Rich McKay to build
a $43 million Ringling circus
museum in· Sarasota because
_of special interests.
"That's the kind of problem we need to get solved/' he
said.
The increased existence
of political meddling has·
forced many universities ·to
hire more lobbyists to compete
·for
funding
in
Tallahassee. The University
of Florida recently hired 17
new lobbyists to do its bidding.
When asked about the
move to hire 17 new lobbyists,
Criser said, "I'll trade one
speaker or president of the
Senate for 10 lobbyists."
Beard
agrees
that
Amendment 11 won't change
anything because he said
political meddling would still
exist with the Legislature
being able to appropriate
funds.
"It's a myth,'' ·Beard said.
"Those that think Amendment
· 11 is going to get political
meddling out of the system
are just wrong. He who holds
the gold has the power."

But Robin Gibson, an
attorney and former chair of
the Board of Regents who
authored the amendment,
said it would establish a system of. checks and balances.
Currently, th_e governor
appoints all the members of
the local boards of trustees.
Under the amendment, both
the statewide board and the
governor would appoint
trustees with the governor
appointing the most.
Political
appointees
almost always share the same
political party as the person
who appoints them, which
creates
partisanship.
Proponents of the 1;1JI1endment
say by allowing the statewide
board and the governor to
appoint trustees, it would create more diverse boards, thus
eliminating the bulk of political meddling.
"The kind of politics I'm
talking about are elected
politicians and partisan politics," Gibson said.
Opponents argue the current system has not been
given a chance and say it has
been working well so far.
UCF President John Hitt
said proponents are maltjng
political figures out to be bad
people.
"The
appointment
process by the governor or
Legislature to public boards is
a fundamental aspect of
American democracy,'' he
said. "The debate on
Amendment 11 is replete with
inaccuracies and misleading
statements by proponents.
Amendment 11 will completely diffuse any practical influence and authority of our
local boards."
Gibson said politicians do
not belong aUhe controls of
higher education. "lt's not
that politicians are ba<! people, it's just that they are illequipped to do the job," he
said.
"Besides Idaho, Florida
is the only other state to have
- such a system in place with
. the Legislature controlling
higher education," he said. "I
think that says a lot."
Two years ago, the
Legislature under Gov. Jeb
Bush abolished the Florida
Board of Regents and put in
its place individual local
boards of trustees to put the
decision-making bodies closer
to the universities. The local
boards act independently of
one another and assumed a
lot of the responsibilities of
the Board of Regents. The
abolishment,
with
the
approval of a 1998 ballot initiative, came at a time wheri
-the Board of Regents refused
to approve two · new law
schools and one new medical
school deeming them expensive and unnecessary.
When the current system
was put in place, the
Legislature pushed funds
through to establish the two
new law schools and one ·new
medical school.
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1. Crowd surfing at Spirit Splash Friday.
(Katie Flath I CFF)

•

2. Miss UCF and UCF football players become lead

singers for 7 Mary 3 at the Spirit Splash concert Friday.
(Joe Kaleita I CFF)

3. Brian Battles and Kerri Kerr crowned homecoming
king and_queen during hatt time at the game.
(Adam Rosche I CFF)

4. Students bring their own couches to watch "Oceans
11" at Movie Knight last Monday.
(Adam Rosche I CFF)

5. Bill Maher promotes his new book "If you _ride alone,
you ride with Bin Laden" at Comedy Knight Thursday.
(Kurt Jsaccs I CFF)

•

_ 6. Snow White and Dopey did the nasty at Skit Knight
Wednesday. (Adam Roschet CFF)
7. Carnival last Tuesday in the UCF Arena Lo!.
(Brett Hart I CFF)

- 8. UCF's Cheer Force at the Parade on Orange Ave

Saturday. (Adam Rosche / CFF)
9. Chillin' in the water at Spirit Splash.

(KatieFJath / CFF)

•

II

Homecomi~g game story: UCF vs. Akron, pg. 11

•

Game Coverage: Inside the numbers, around the locker room_&notebook, pg. 12 _

Opini2nSi
OUR STANCE:
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Sniping at gun
control issues

he sniper killings in the
Washington, D.C. area over the past
month struck fear into the hearts of
people across the nation. How could
such horrible acts occur? Ask the National
Rifle Association.
The NRA opposes additional ·gun control
laws such as ballistic fingerprinting and more
stringent background checks on people who
buy guns.
Ballistic fingerprinting creates a particular mark on bullets fired from a particular
gun. It would allow authorities, using a nationwide database, to match bullets to the gun
they came from. Find the gun, find the owner,
case closed. The sniper shootings.could have
been solved sooner if a ballistic fingerprinting
system already existed.
The government must enact tougher laws
to make it more difficult to obtain guns. That
means more thorough background checks on
people who want to buy guns. Make sure these
people do not have criminal records. Find out
why they want guns.
Lawmakers must ignore the NRA, as powerful a lobbying group as it is, and do what is
right for the nation. Laws should exist ban-,
ning gun makers from selling powerful guns
such as the one the sniper used. Lawmakers
should close the gun show loophole that allows
unlicensed dealers to sell firearms to anyone.

At Thursday's Homecoming comedy night,
Bill Maher made the point that the gun used
by the sniper was a civilian M-16. Why would
anyone make an M-16 for civilians? What use
would any civilian have for such a powerful
gun?
The second amendment to the U.S.
Constitution protects the right of <;itizens to
own firearms. The Founding Fathers most likely did not foresee the day when people wolild
use such fireari:ns to randomly kill others.
They included the second amendment because
the U.S. was such a young country, and the
threat of invasion by a foreign power still
loomed.
That time has passed. Citizens need not
worry about defending themselves against foreign invaders, nor do they have to hunt for
food. The U.S. does not need more guns, but
fewer.
In the gubernatorial election next week,
voters will choose between two candidates
with opposing views on many things, including
gun laws. Jeb Bush supports stronger laws
and ballistic fingerprinting, and, in doing so,
opposes his brother, President George W
Bush. Bill McBride wants enforcement of
existing laws, but has stated that he does not
favor additional gun laws. Florida voters must
decide which candidate has the right idea.

OUR STANCE:

Student votes make
difference in close elections
C

ollege students, make your votes count
and your voices heard. Historically,
college students do not vote, so politicians ignore them, so college students
stay away from the polls, and so on and so on.
It's a vicious cycle, in which both sides
share the blame. When studenh:: reached out
to politicians at "We the People," some local
politicians took the cue1 listened to what they
had to say and addressed their concerns.
Sadly, the two gubernatorial candidates, Jeb
Bush and Bill McBride, ignored the hundreds
of students who waited for hours to hear them
speak. If either candidate had cared enough
about this untapped constituency, he easily
could have won hundreds, if not thousands, of
college votes.
Politicians cater ·to people 'Mth money,
and people who vote. Thus, they do not care
about college students, who do not have
·money - at least not money that they will
donate to a politician's campaign.
Politicians appeal to business people
because they have money. Politicl.ans pay

attention to senior citizens because, generally,
they vote anytime there is an election. Why
should politicians pay any attention to college
students, when those students avoid the voting booth as if it was the plague?
On Nov. 5, Floridians will choose the
state's next governor, and they will vote on
several amendments. Some of the amendments will directly affect college students.
For example, if passed, Amendment 11 will
restore a board of governors to oversee the
state's higher education system. Even if you
don't vote for a governor, you should vote on
the amendments. '
Change has to start some time. Why not
now? The time has come to break the cycle. '
Show th.e politicians that you care by turning
out in record numbers to vote on Nov.·5. As a
voting bloc, college students could play a huge
role in any election. Considering how Close
many elections in Florida have been over the
past few years, your votes could make the difference. Make .enough noise, and they will
'hear you.

"It is better to debate a question without settling it than
to settle a question without debating it.."

11

Equality doesn't mean special rights
The university as a whole should be truly con- pain; therefore· it simply did not exist. UCF has not
cerned that the president of our school is an ostrich been sued by homosexuals and transgenders for diswith his head in the sand. In responding to the pro- crimination, therefore that oppJession also does not
posed sexual orientation discrimination policy in the · exist. Oh, to live in the fantasy world of Mr. Hitt.
article. "Hitt: Gays do not need protection." by Adam
The use of the word protection also implies
Rosche published Oct 21, Hitt's main point seems to special rights for a group of people, when in fact the
be that homosexuals and,transgender individuals word should be equality. Homosexuals and transmust first display a 'demonstrative need' that they genders simply wc"t the same rights as everyone
require protection.
else. Unfortunately for L~" student body, Mr. Hitt's
His historical example is African-Americans reluct;ince to move into the 21st century will result
and the Gvil Rights movement. Using Hitt's logic. in increased fees to pay for the lawsuits that will
one must assume that African-Americans did not inevitablyfollow.
'demonstrate need' during slavery. Plantation own-HAYDEN SMITH
ers did not hear these complaints, nor feel their

'

$

6ay equality should begin at UCF
Iwas in the hallway of the Palm Bay Campus
preparing for an interview for a lateral reassignment
when I first saw the headline ofThe Central Florida
Future. "Hitt: Gays do not need protection," by
Adam Rosche published Oct. 21. When I saw the
headline, it was very painful. I have always felt like
you wou Id be on our side when it came down to sexual orientation being added to the discrimination
protection class for the university. Ihad to walk into
my interview with that headline on my mind and
worrying about my future with the university and if ·
Iwas really included.
Many experts believe that 10 percent of the
general population is gay. If we roughly apply that
percentage to our campus population of approximately 44,000, we would be taJking about at least
4,400 people directly affected by your comments in
The Central Florida Future.
.
Ido not feel I have been directly dimiminated against-here on campus, however, it is not
uncommon to hear gay jokes. Even our governor .
had 'Juicy details" to share with his cohorts concerning someone's possible sexual orientation.

My home is in Titusville where I live with my
partner of 10 years. We are blessed with many
things, but unlike you and Mrs. Hitt, we can't reap
the rewards of automatic benefits from marriage. I
mnnot provide insurance coverage for my partner.
He is not automatically my legal guardian or next of
kin. I don't even have legal rights to.be with him if
he were placed in a hospital for medical treatment.
We cannot adopt children in the state of Florida.
We need this on paper and officially sanctioned by the university to give it poiver. By placing
our class into discrimination protection, we make
one more step up the ladder to equality.
It sure would be nice to know that my university president would have respect enough for me
to have sexual orientation added to the discrimination protection class for the university. Why wait for
someone to suffer discrimination before something
is donel

(

-Al DAVIS
Program Assisfal)t Supervisor
Physical Plant/Work Management
PLEASE SEE
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--JESEPH JOUl3ERT
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A forum offoreplay?
KATRINA HAMMER
(J

STAFF WRITER
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Sex.
tl'J

(J
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It's an attention getter isn't
it? The topic certainly caught my
eye when I randomly stumbled
onto a_eollege student web site
Student.com while surfing the
Internet.
The site contains great links
for college students, a plethora of
interesting and valuable information that would take hours to
read through. Included are links
to student poetzy ?Jld articles
written by college students
around the country. Student.com
also features organizational tools
and a lrelpful link to search for
specific college homepages.
I surfed and scrolled down
the homepage until I found a link
to the sex section. I began sc8nning the titles for some worthwhile reads. I found articles on
contraception, the morning-after
pill and sexually transmitted dis- eases. Informative, I thought, and
expected 'to read more stories on
sexual health and relationships.
But underneath what I con-

sidered intelligent information, I
found something quite the oppo· site. "Don't blow it," was the first
- an article·on the art of giving a
male oral sex.
An equally informative article on cunnilingus for females
titled "Going down: make sure
you (eat) out right," gave a stepby-step for males on how to orally please a woman. "Master of
Your Domain: find your own
place to get yourself off" provides
tips on masturbation techniques.
Excuse me, tips on giving
oral sex? Masturbation methods?
These articles are definitely not
tasteful, necessary; or informative
and offer very little entertainment
value. They assume that college
students, of all people, are dysfunctional when it comes to sex.
Sure, some site visitors may
enjoy tidbits of extra information
on sex, but full explanation of
every sexual deed, method and
position is ridiculously u:seless
· and tacky.
The entertainment value
only comes in the form of reader
responses, which are posted bulletin-style directly under the arti-

a

cles. It's worth a laugh because of
the crazy suggestions and comments that readers post. If that
doesn't make you laugh, the poor
spelling and horrible grammar
will.

Student.com, part of The
Student Center Network, a group
of sites for college students, high
school students and teens, should ·
consider that articles of that
nature discredit their otherwise
reputable web site.
Understandably, college students, a majority of them anyway;
are certainly old enough and
mature enough to handle information of this manner, but most
aren't interested in readirig articles that resemble soft porn.
Moreover, the material is certainly not an appropriate way for
teens and high school students to
learn about sex and masturbation.
Leave sexual explanations
to Cosmo and Maxim. Student
web sites should stick to articles
that will benefit students or educate them, not inform them on
the tricks the latest porn stars
are raving about.

Conservative appropriate leader
for women's health advocacy
STEPHEN HIRST
STAFF WRITER
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Areording to recent press
reports, President Bush is strongly considering appointing Dr.
David Hager, an obstetriciangynecologist, to lead a Fbod and
Drug Administration committee
on women's health and reprodue>tive drugs.
Even though the committee
in question hasn't met in two
years and currently has no_ members, this revelation has caused
quite a stir in the media and
among groups like the National
Organization for Women and the
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America.
The political activist
"Population Connection" web site
(www.populationconnection.org)
alleges that Hager will undermine
women's health care if appointed.
The site warns that Hager
has been a leader in an effort to
rescind the approval of RU-486 a drug that allows women to take
several pills to induce at-home .
abortions rather than guing to a
clinic.
They fault Hager for his
books that extol the power of
prayer to heal, and his refusal to .
prescribe birth control to unmarried women.
Desperate to paint Hager as
some sort of quack - a faithhealing televangelist with no
regard for women's bodies or

their health - activists are quick
medicine.
Perhaps what is most trouto dismiss the reality that RU:-486
poses serjous danger to women's
bling is the accusatory tone in
which the Population Connection
heaith.
site alleges that Hagerwon'tpreThe drug and the accompascribe standard birth control pills
nying drugs used in the abortion
to unmarried women.
·
procedure frequently cause
But Hager is not the only
excessive bleeding, which has
claimed the lives of many women. physician in this nation with the
power to write prescriptions. By
It is a fact that RU-486 has taken
law, he isn't required to prescribe
the live8 of women.
anything he is not comfortable
In France, it is illegal to preprescribing. Whether he bases
scribe the drug to women who
smoke or to women who are older that on personal beliefs, values or
. religion convictions, he has the
than 34 years of age because of
right to deny a woman a prescripthese deaths. We should all question for birth control
tion the motives of anybody who
If a female patient isn't
advocates the use of RU-486 and
happy with Hager's decision, ·she
then claims to care about
can drive down the street to just
women's health.
about any other doctor and get a
The books Hager has
prescription for birth control
authored on the healing power of
prayer seem to particularly strike there.
Even those who disagree
a nerve among activist groups
should respect his convictions,
even though the science and the
and understand that just because
medical community side with .
they pel'Sonally believe something
Hager on the issue.
Scores of recent studies have doesn't make it a universal truth.
Moreover, Dr. Hager is an.
shown the positive effects of
prayer on the sick, even when the excellent, informed choice for the
head position on an FDA health
patients involved are unaware
panel In the past, some
that they are being prayed for.
appointees haven't even been'
Quite simply; Hager is a tardoctors, but Hager is a practicing
get because of his religious
professional.
·
beliefs. Hager isn't suggesting
The only people who oppose
anybody stop taking their
. the appointment of Hager seem to
chemotherapy and start praying
be those dedicated to at-home
as a way to cure cancer - he
abortion. But let's remember that
simply believes, as millions of
this panel isn't about abortion polAmericans do, that prayer is an
effective supplemait to traditional itics, it's about women's health.
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AdamCasebolt's letter is misguided and inaccurate in its entirety. ~Pena's protests for student
panel stem from personal misconduct.'' published
Oct.24.
. The hearing panels that he is referring to
. would not take effect until next year. My termwould
be up. Iwould not have the ability to select students
if that were the case. If you had attended the meeting that we had to discuss this: then you wo~ld
knowthat Ioffered manysuggestionsfor a selection
process.
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Saturday, November 2, 2002.• 3:00pm
Key West Room of the Student Union

featuring the Miss Orlando USA Contestants and
Miss Orlando USA, Mari Wilensky
Miss Florida Teen USA, Mary Jeffords

Miss UNIVERSE

Th'M"'"1"""'Y°
fl

w/spedal guest appearances by

Isabel Rougeau - Miss UCF
Knights Motion - UCF Dance Team
Air Force ROTC Cadets - Escorts
Ruth Chapman - Miss Florida Tourism
Lisa Montague - Miss Daytona Beach
Sasha Platt - Miss Central Florida Co-ed

~A'4'fy - ~fA,,,,'4-) - ~'4ff't.1tff.
Adults • S10 Donation; Children • SS Donation
The Miss Orlando Pageant Is produced by Around Florida USA, a non-profit corporation In the
State of Florida run by volunteers. All profits are put In the Scholarship Fund for the contestants.
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CAMPUS
MINISTRY
Mass Fridav, Nov. 1
Noon
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David otchie

Goto gripe?

Istronglyfeel. tbough, that the person hearing appealsshould not select the students. Ialso feel
that a stud~nt or group of students should make
that selection. I'mlooking out for the students, not
for myself. I will not benefit from this at all. My
advice to you - research before making misguided
co.mments. Also. please do not speculate on my past
history. Your comments were off-base and sickening.

& HEALTH HISTORY REVIEW

PHYSICIAN EXAM OF YOUR ANKLES AND FEET

Send
your letter

Looking out for students, not self

ExAM" (A$60 VALUE)
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Don't agree
with one .

of our
columnists?
Let us know!

Send e-mail to:

editor@ucffoture.com
or log on to
www.ucjfoture.com

' (401) 651-6114 122~
l /pegasus:cc.ucl.edu/-ccm.·
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· . APPLY ONLINE!

http://med.fsu.edu/apply.asp

· WE'RE ACCREDITED!
The Liaison Committee on Medical Education
. conferred initial accreditation on the
FSU College of Medicine Oct. 17, 2002.

APPLYNOWI

I

Visit us onlin.e at med.fsu.edu
o·r call (850) 644-7904.
If we look like a new kind of medical school, that's because we are.
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You must have your valid student ID
, , ,; ·, · to enter all UCF Athletics Events!
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When you swipe your card at football games, you will be .
,·- eligible to win.great prizes during each home game
including a $1 ,000 scholarship compliments of SGA.
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ZIPS

PUT UP A

UCF holds on to beat Akron 28-17 Saturday.
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

U

CF picked up it~ first-ever home MidAmerican Conference victory and its
eighth straight homecoming victory
Saturday night at the Citrus Bowl as
the Knights beat the Akron Zips 28-17.
The Golden Knights · improved to 3-4
overall and 2-2 in the MAC. UCF si:it the tone
early, taking the opening drive 71 yards in 11
plays and capping it off with a three-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback Ryan
Schneider to tight end Mario Jackson. It was
the first touchdown of Jackson's career, ending a 3!f.game drought for the senior.
Akron answered with an 11-play, 65yard drive that ended in a field goal by pJ.are.
kicker Bill Sullivan. Zips linebacker Chase
Blackburn got his first career interception
on UCF's ensuing drive, and Akron drove
down the field and scored on a perfectly-executed fake field goal to pull ahead 10-7.
The Golden Knights answered back on
their next drive of this back-and-forth game
as tailback Alex Haynes scored on a oneyard touchdown run. The highlight of that
drive, however, was a career-long 55-yard
reception by wide receiver Ivery -Gaskins.
UCF's defense finally held the Zips on their
next drive, and the Knights added to their
lead with wide receiver Jimmy Fryzel's second touchdown catch of the season on UCF's
next drive.
But Akron quarterback Charlie Frye

and the Zips offense still had some fight left
in them. Frye led his team on a six-play, 65
yard drive, and took the ball into the end
zone himself on a 16-yard run to make the
score 21-17. The Zips lived and died by
Frye's play on Saturday, and proved that
they were not the team the Golden Knights
beat 57-17 last season.
"They play to his strengths, which is
good. He's a big, tall, lanky kid who can move
extremely well. He's accurate. He competes," UCF Head Coach Mike Kruczek said.
It looked as if Frye would lead Akron
ahead of the Golden Knights in the third
quarter, but he fumbled Qn the goal line as he
stretched out for the score. Red.shirt freshman Omar Laurence recovered the ball .for
UCF, which tm'ned the tide of the game for
good.
Laurence's recovery set np a nin,e;p.
_99-yard drive (the Golden Knights"1
the season) that ended in a 35-yard
down pass from Schneider to sop
Tavaris Capers in the fourth quarter.
touchdown would prove to be th
the coffin for Akron, as U
shutout the Zips the restof
was the first time all year that
a team scoreless in the second h
Quarterback Ryan Schnei
finished the game 22~for-28 with 287
yards, three touchdowns, and one
interception. Kruczek said that
PLEASE SEE

Laurence oN 15

6allle Coverage: Inside the numbers, around the locker room &notebook, pg. 12

Knights rain on 'Canes
lead Miami saw for the night.
Sophomore Allison Blagriff
evened the score in the 19th
UCF women's soccer spoiled minute of play off an assist from
Miami's senior night festivities by freshman Jennifer Montgomery.
defeating the 'Canes 5-3 in Coral The goal is Blagriff's fifth goal of
Gables on Friday, avenging last the season. Then, Montgomery
year's 4-1 loss.
returned from the halftime break ·
Just under four minutes into to score her 14th goal of the seathe game, senior Nicole Cieslak son.
opened the scoring-with an unasCieslak struck again for
sisted goal to give UCF the 1-0 UCF at the 51:39 mark, her-sec, advantage. The lead was short- . ond goal of the night and fourth in
lived, as Miami tied the game 12 two games. About two minutes
seconds later off the foot of later, Mary Luke cut the lead to 4Britney Butcher. At the 8:06 3 for the Hurricanes, but Blagriff
mark, Butcher pulled the added an insurance goal for the
Hurricanes ahead with a goal Golden Knights to put the game that beat goalie Jessica K~an out of reach'.
on the left corner, but was the last
With Cieslak's performance,
CHARVI MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

she moved into eighth place alltime for the Golden Knights with ·
29 career goals, sharing the spot
with Jean Varas. Montgomery
has 39 points this year, which
puts her into a tie for third-high-est point total in a season at UCF.
Michelle Akers holds the second
spot after scoring 40 points in
1986, and Amy Jones earned the
top spot for 46 points in 1995.
UCF, carrying an 8-1 A-Sun
record, has one game left before
the Atlantic Sun Tourn~ment,
which is Nov. 7-9 at Ca:mpbell
University. The Golden Knights
travel to Stetson on Friday at 4
p.m. UCF has already clinched a
spot in the tournament, where
-the Hatters did not make it.

VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK

Knights improve to
9-0 in Atlantic Sun
CRAIG BROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The UCF volleyball team•won its third consecutive threegame match 30-25, 30-26, 30-23 over Troy State on Friday.
The Golden Knights improved to 9-0 in the Atlantic Sun
Conference, maintaining their status as No. 1 in the league. Troy
State was in second place in the conference going into the game,
but the loss dropped the Trojans to 16-8 overall and 6-2 in the ASun. Georgia State movei:l into second place with a 20-11 overall
record and 9-1 conf~rence record.
Leading the Golden Knights as usual was junior outside hitter Leyre Santaella Sante with 17 kills and nine digs. Junior setter
Jenny Frank added 44 assists, five kills and seven digs. Freshman
Chaz Arah totaled seven kills and two blocks on the day.
PLEASE SEE

Knights oN i4
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Offensiue Player of the Week

Inside the numbers

~

I
~

RYAN SCHNEIDER

continued

r

The junior quarterback
had his most efficient
game of the season
completing 78.6 percent
of his passes for 287
yards. His previous high
was 70.3 percent against
1-M Liberty..He spread
the hair around with 11
players recording at least
one catch and four had
multiple catches. He followed his one
interception in the first quarter with 11
consecutive completions.

30•28

The number ·of rushing attempts
compared to passing attempts by
the UCF offense. ,

55

The longest reception of senior wide
receiver Ivery Gaskins 1 career.

I

Defensiue Player of the Week

ELTON PATTERSON
The senior defensive end
had three sacks in the
game and an additional
tackle for a loss. Two of
his sacks came on backto-back plays on Akron's
last drive of the first half
The Zips had gotten the
ball to the UCF 30 before
Patterson made quic~
work of their offensive
line. He also forced a fumble, deflected a pass
and registered a quarterback hurry;

MAC-SCOREBOARD
Akron
UCF
Kent State
Buffalo
Marshall
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Western Michigan
Ball State
Bowling 6reen (22)
Miami
Toledo

Free saf~ty Patrick Holland (right) makes a hit on Akron's Mike Brake.

i

ITight ends catching on
I

Inside the numbers

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Last week UCF tight end Michael
Gaines opened some eyes with his first
touchdown reception of the season. It
wasn't that the catch was so spectacular, just that Golden Knight tight ends
seldom get many throws their way, let
alone in the endzone. 'Gaines' touchdown was the only one out of the tight
end position this season.
J
That is, until the first quarter of
the UCF-Akron game. On UCF's opening drive, Mario Jackson sprawled out
in the middle of the endzone to snare a
3-yard pass from quarterback Ryan
Schneider and cap off an 11-play, 71yard drive.
"We saw some things in Akron's
·• coverage we thought gave us the tight
·. ends," offensive coordinator Robert
McFarland said. "We thought [Jackson]
was going to be wide open but Ryan
made a great throw and Mario came up
with a big catch for his first touchdown."
Jackson had two more catches on
. the night, giving him three for 22 yards.
Gaines chipped in with one 14-yard
reception. That qualifies as a huge
night for UCF's tighf ends.

I

6

I

The number of sacks registered
by the UCF defense.

99

r

I.

The number of yards traveled on
·the Knights' last drive, capped off by
a 35~yard touchdown reception.

0

The number of ,Points Akronscored in the second half.

\

Spreading the wealth

5

As a whole the Golden Knights did
a great job of utilizing all of their
receiving options. Eleven players registered at least one reception, paced by
wideout Jimmy Fryzel with seve~.
· "Coach wanted to give [Schneider]
an opportunity to spread it' out a little
bit," McFarland said. ''.I thought Ryan
did an excellent job of hitting his check-

The number of games the
Knight.s have been shut out
in the third quarter.

down receivers."
Seldom used receiver Ivery
Gaskins had the longest strike, a 55yard catch near the end of the first _
quarter that set up an Alex Haynes
touchdown run. For Gaskins, who came
into the game with just 52 receiving
yards on the.year, it was a career-long.

Defensive
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I
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-OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR ROBERT MCFARlAND

"I think overall the defense, they came
back and did a great job. We had a couple of
problems at first but we got it all together. We
all got on the same page and did a great job
ending up with it"
-CORNERBACK OMAR lAURENCE

I

"I can't repeat what Isaid to the press."
. -UCF COACH MIKE KRUCZEK ON WHAT HE "AID TO
QUARTERBACK RYAN SCHNEIDER AFTER HIS FIRST QUARTER
INTERCEPTION

"He didn't make another mistake really the
·

rest of the game."

-KRUCZEK ON SCHNEIDER'S
PlAY AFTER THE INTERCEPTION

'They came out focused. They i:ame out
with a mission and they played real well."
-SCHNEIDER ON AKRON

.

.:'

"Michael [Gaines) does too much dancing.
He thinks he's a wide receiver."
-KRUCZEK ON HIS TIGHT END

tackle

DeMarcus

"If a guy makes a good play, a guy makes
a good play."
.
-SCHNEIDER ON ZIPS' LINEBACKER CHASE
BlACKBURN'S INTERCEPTION
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Casselberry (407) aao.5S~
· Winter Springs (407) 695-5308
Metrowest {4017) 895-2297
,
- Hunter's Creek (407) 888-aSOO
. . Oran
. .g e & Michigan. (407) 841-9998 •

·
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"Any time you win it's a great thing and to .
get a win over Akron was huge. We knew they
were going to come in here fired up."

PLEASE SEE Former ON 13
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Joh.nson benched

De.an & Universit.y
6"~88881Waterford Lakes (407) ~1121 I

-

23

18
24
20
19
38
27

Hmund the locker Room

Stack of sacks
UCF did a tremendous job applying pressure to Akron quarterback
Charlie Frye. They registered siX
sacks, the most in any games this season.
Star defensive end Elton Patterson
had half of them, including sacks on
back-to-back plays. On Akron's last
drive of the first half, Patterson ran
right through the Zips offensive line to
sack Frye for a five yard loss. On the
very next play, Patterson again got to
Frye, causing a fumble that Akron
recovered. The sacks helped stall an
Akron drive that had gotten to the UCF
30 before Patterson's first sack.
The senior leads the team with 7.5
sacks this season, and now has a total
of 28.5 for his career. That ties him with
Jermaine Benoit for third all-time in
school history. The record of 31.5 set by
Darrell Rudd in 1984, remains well
within reach.
Also recording a sack were defensive ends Rashad Jeanty and Brent
Bolar, and nose guard Mike Lynche. For
Bolar and Lynche, it was the first of the
season.
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Mario Jackson catches a three-yard touchdown pass from Ryan Schneider.

Is it always this hot in November?

Former Knight Fisher
makes an appearance
FROM PAGE 12

Johnson had started every
game for the Golden Knights
since transferring - from
Southwest
Mississippi
Community College last
spring. But against Akron the
junior, who replaced Josh
McKibben, came off the
bench.
Freshman Frisner Nelson
made the start and recorded
two tackles. Johnson still
rotated iii often, registering
two tackles of his own.

Fisher makes appearance
Former UCF cornerback
Travis Fisher, drafted by the
St. Louis Rams in the second
round of last year's NFL draft,
took advantage of his team's
bye week and attended the
homecoming game: He wa_s
easy to spot, wearing his No.
22 Rams jersey as he joined
his former· team on the sid~
lines.

Poor crowd turnout, again

For the second consecutive week UCF failed to draw
20,000 fans. The official attendance for the homecoming
contest was just 18,278.
Those numbers should
improve next week, when
Syracuse comes to town.
Though the Orangemen come
in just 2-6, UCF 'has promoted
this game for some time and
the Syracuse name should be
enough to fill some seats.

Etc.
Freshman cornerl>ack
Omar Laurence recovered a
fumble on the goal line in the
third quarter, the first of his
career.
Strong safety Atari Bigby
lay down on the sidelines
receiving medical attention
for several minutes during the
first half. He then went down
in tbe endzone for a few
moments in the second half.
He continued to play throughout the game, and didn't
appear to favor the arikl.e he
sprained several weeks ago.

9 Super Soap Weekend

November 9 & 10

Aren't things supposed to cool down this time of year? Not when
your favorite ABC soap stars arrive at the Disney-MGM Studios for
ABC Super Soap Weekend sponsored by Colgate-Total®! During
two full days of action and excitement, you'll get to meet the
stars, ask them questions, get their autographs and enjoy live
musical performances by Wally Kurth, Kassie DePaiva and more!
It's ABC Super Soap Weekend - the most spectacular soap event
around. Don't miss out!

Call (407) 397-6808 for updates and information,
· or check the Web at abc.com .
.;.

\

.

Event included with regular Theme Park admission. Entertainment and
appearances subject to change without notice. ©Disney KS018245

1~
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Men's soccer
team back at
.500mark

3 credit hours.
(We know what's on your mind.)
,

JOE KALEITA /

CFF

Juan Pablo scored.his sixth goal of the season Friday night against Mercer.
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's soccer
team fell back to .500 Friday
night in a 4-2 loss to Atlantic
Sun Conference rival Mercer.
Mercer'.s Ramiro Canovas
scored two consecutive goals in
the 21st and 28th minutes to
give the Bears an early lead.
The Knights started to get back
into it when freshman Juan
Pablo Giraudo scored his sixth
goal of the season off pass
from senior Freddy Koyagialo
in the 3oth minute.
Canovas completed his hat
trick just after halftime, and
picked up an assist on Mercer's
fourth goal. UCF would attempt
to mount a comeback with a
goal by sophomore Mauricio

a

Ruiz in the 86th minute, but it
proved to be too little too late.
The two teams combined for 47
fouls, 26 of which belonged to
the Golden Knights. UCF's
Ryan Mcintosh recorded three
saves and the Golden Knights
fell to 6-6-2 on the season and 32 iri the A-Sun. Mercer
improved to 9-2-1 and 5-{}-1 in
the A-sun.
'
Giraudo's six goals keep
him three ahead of the next
· highest goal scorer on the
Golden Knights' squad this season. He is in the top three on the
team in every offensive category, and not only leads the team
in goals, but also points (13),
shot percentage (.286), and
game-winning goals (2). He is
also in thetop-10in the A-Sun in
five offensive categories.

Knights among
top in A-:-Sun
FilOM PAGE 11

UCF lights up
Birmingham Southern
Led by outside hitter
Leyre Santaella Sante, the
UCF volleyball team swept
Birmingham Southern on
Thursday night, 30-26, 30-18,
30-27.
.
Sante led the match with
·22 kills and 11 digs.
Amanda
Sophomore '
Stoutjesilyk added 12 kills and
hit an above average .571 percent. Adding nine kills and
four blocks, freshman Chaz
Arah helped the Golden
Knights take the win.

A-Sun leaders
As a team, the Golden

Knights lead the Atlantic Sun
Conference in kills, assists
and overall wins, remaining
undefeated in the conference.
Sante leads the conference in
kills overall totaling 464, but is
second for 1:!-Verage per game
with · 4.83. Likewise, Jennr Frank leads for total assists
with 1155, yet is second in
assists per game with 11. 79. ·
Amanda
Sto.utjesdyk
stands in second overall for
total blocks (86) and blocks
per game (1.09) while Lindsey
Whalen ls third in lead in digs
per game with 3. 78.

Up next
The Knights get a week
off before UAB comes to town
at 2 p.m. Saturday.

That's why REACH Peer Education is offering HLP2701
Peer Education Training class this spring semester, Mondays
·fro1n 2:00 , 4:50 p.m. HLP2701 counts as a 3 hour elective,
and discusses a broad spectrum of topics like drugs, alcohol,
and safer sex. Registration is limited, so call now or stop by
our office (Trailer 617) to reserve a space.
•

(407) 823 .. 5457
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Jefferson...a..

LOF!S
Unique Student Apartments

Home is
where your ·
FRIENDS are.
Individual Leases
Free Washer/Dryer
Free Internet Access
Covered Basketball Pavilion
(•

. Free Cable with HBO, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
Fitness Center with Free Weights
A~e.nities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

•
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Laurence·makes
key recovery
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Akron quarterback Charlie Frye fumbles inside the UCF one-yard-line.
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while Schneider still needs to
improve in some areas, overall
he feels his quarterback played
well.
"I thought he played within
· his ability level," Kruczek said.
-"He was pretty proficient in
what he was d<;>ing, seeing
things. He gave it to the guy that
was supposed to get.it. He was
a little late on one or two
throws, got knocked doWn.
Anticipating things is something that he's got to pick up a
little bit, but he.did a pretty good
job."
__ Kruczek added that while
the defense played better
against Akron than it_ did
against Toledo last week,
there's still room for improvement.
"[Tackling] was just a little
better this week We still have a

long way to go. We missed a lot
of tackles out there. But when
you Win a football game, I don't
care what happens, it makes it
easier to make the corrections,"
Kruczek said.
·
The coach also mentioned
that the blocking up front was a
reason that UCF's running
_ attack didn't .take advantage of
Akron's poor run defense as
well as it shouid have. Tailback
Alex Haynes had 16 carries for·
5.S yards and a touchdown, and
the Golden Knights were held to
less than 100 rushingyards as a
team. .Akron's defense was
allowing an average of over 200
rushing yards per game going
into Saturday. ·
The Golden Knights hope
to build upon this Saturday's conference win with a win over
Syracuse next weekend.
Kickoff is scheduled for 6 p.m.
at the Citrus Bowl. .

Maximums
?'

win IM

'MidKnight
- Bowling.

Take -Kaplan.
Score hi her.

JI

JI

co.-ner
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

•
;.,

•

•

Two hundred four students bowled in the dark last
Wednesday night at the
brand new Boardwalk Bowl
in hopes,of taking the first
ever MidKnight Bowling tournament. Only one team could
go home with the prize however, as the Maximums won
the 51 team Mid.Knight
Bowling tournament with a
combined three game score ·
of 1986. The Maximum's
Erick Lace was the high
men's bowler with a 244.
Emily Goettleman had the
highest ~omen's individual
score with a 160. 8 pound
balls came in third place,
thariks to a career high 87 by
Harris Ambush.
IM Sports Corner
presented by

~
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
407-2824000 •Across from UCF
Open llam4am
(l lam-2am Sun-Wed)
FREE DEUVERY!

- log on at:

imsports.ud.edu

'.

LSAT: Classes begin Wednesday, Dec. 4, 2002
GMAT: Classes begin Sunday, Nov. 17, 2002
MCAT: Classes begin Saturday, Jan. 11., 2003
DAT: Classes begin Wednesday, Nov. 13, 2002
Contact us today· to enroll!

KAPLAN
1 ·800-KAP·TEST
-kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

--~Orld leade;-_•n Test Prep
-
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The value
.of _virginity
CHRISTINE DELLERT
STAFf WRITER

His deep · dark hair and
alluring green eyes made every
girl's head turn when he walked
into the room. After working at
Abercrombie & Fitch for two
years, he was exceptionally
well-dressed. · He had a 3.5
grade point average last semester and made it to class most of
the time. The 19-year-old sophomore had close friends, proud
parents, and just last month, he
finally paid off his credit-card
bill,
Jesse had it all it seemed,
even the thing that most men
his age had already lost - his
virginity.
"It seems almost expected
nowadays that the guy will lose
his virginity first," he said. "I
am not going to abide by anyone else's stereotype."

Entering futo a sexual
relationship is a choice that
confronts · many students male and female - for the first
time in college. The cl\oice that
many make is to go for it.
Before college, at least 60.9 percent of teenagers report having
lost their virginity. By the age of
19, 85 percent of males and 77
percent of females have
engaged in sexual intercoursl:),
according to the Student Health
Center.
Patti Stuart, an on-campus
women's health nurse practitioner, says that of the 17 to 20
female patients she sees ea:ch
day, only one or two are not sexually active. Among those who
abstain, she added, the majority
have higher self-esteem and
feel less depressed than those
who don't.
. PLEASE SEE

Majority ON 19
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How couples flt
marriage into a
college lifestyle

Married... with classes

Quick facts:
• Each year 19.6 million new rases of sexually trans·
mitted infections (Slls) occur.
• To reduce the risk of pregnancy without protecting
against Slls. women may opt for a monthly shot of com·
bined hormones. That single dose of lunelle is more than
99 percent effective.
•A pill known as the "morning-after pill" ran be taken within
72 hours of sexual intercourse to reduce the risk of pregnancy to
between 75·percent and 89 percent
•Spermicide is a form of contraception that comes in a foam. cream.
jelly. film or suppository that is 72 to 94 percent effective. It is inserted
into the vagina short~ before intercourse to immobilize sperm and keep
them lrom joining with the egg.
• The NuvaRing is a small. flexible ring inserted deep into the vagina once a month
for three ~ks as a form of contraception. It releases combined hormones, which protect
\.vortm a!Jl)inst pregnancy for onemonJ!l and is 95 to 99 percent effective. .
..· are 86 to 98.percent,effective in preventlng pregnancies. They also help to redure the

fll\/.

'Sex Signals' students on
relationships, gender roles
RACHEL ZALL
STAFF WRITER

As a strikingly beautiful
woman with dark features sits
at a bar with a drink in her
hand, a blue-eyed, brown-haired
m::ui makes his way towards
her. Just as he is about to speak
to her, he turns and shouts out,
"What should my opening line
be?"
Many men-and women have
been in this particular situation
where they encounter a loss for
words. The only difference now
is that this bar scene is not real;
in real life, there is not always
someone around to help break
the ice.
The bar scene is only one of
the scenes in the play, "Sex
Signals." The play came to the

UCF
Student
Resource
Auditorium Oct. 23. The flyer for
this show describes it as an "inyour-face, no-holds-barred look ,
at the college dating scene."
Everything a college student may want to know about
sex, relationships, gender role
stereotypes and mixed messages is discussed in this play.
Stern and Murphy are at a
party in one of the scenes.
Stern's role is to play a "submissive and virginal" college freshman, while Murphy assumes the
role as an aggressive, overbearing junior in college. For this
particular scene; stop cards
were located under all the audience members' seat so that they
could hold them up when they
PLEASE SEE

Play'oN 21

KELLY O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER
•

Fbr most high school students, college represents their
next big step in life. But for junior
chemistry major Sejal Jagirdar,
that step was getting married.
Some might think that marrying while in college would prevent them from finishing school
and earning a degree. In addition,
one in five marriages ends in
divorce or separation within five
years, and one in three marriages
ends in divorce within 10 years,
according to a 2001 report from
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control.
Although students are aware
of th(lse statistics, it still doesn't
prevent some of them from making that leap.
At age 19, Jagirdar married
her -high school sweetheart on
Valentine's Day 2000. With only a
year and a half left of college and
now a mother-to-be, she plans to
graduate in the fall of 2005.
"Fbr my husband and .me, it
was just right," Jagirdar said.
'We knew each other for four
years and now have been married
.for two and a half."
Lindsey McMahan, a sophomore political science. major, also
married her husband Brandon,
when she was 19.
'We .are both in college and
have jobs as servers at restaurants," she said.
The.McMahans always knew
they were going to get married it was just a matter of when, she ·
said. There really was no reason
to wait; when you know, you just
know, she added.
"I got married in June of 2002
after being engaged for one
month and knowing Brandon for
a year and a half," McMalian said.
"People think that it changes
everything, but it only ch~

DONNA T. SCHUMAN

I;\

I CFF

Ryan and Caroline Leo have been married for two years. Caroline is majoring in music at
UCF. The couple is expecting their first child.
f

we broke up for about a week so
what you allow to be changed."
Yet, along with the ups in that I could take time out to think
their situation, they dealt with the reasonably and see if he was the
kind of person I could spend the
downs as well.
"The thing that sucks about rest of my life with, and my
getting married at a young age in answer was yes," Leo said. ·
Although Leo felt secure with
college is that everyone has some
sort of negative comment," . her decision to marry her hus- ··
McMahan said.
band after dating him only three
People never assume that the months, her parents did not feel
reason for getting married is love, the same. Leo kept the wed!ling a
she said. Instead, many people secret so her mother would not
think the marriage is the result of try to persuade her otherwise.
an accidental pregnancy, even
"I got married the day ·Of my
though that is not the case for engagement," she said. ''.After we
McMahan.
got married, my Mom called me
"I do not plan on ge~ting every day to see if I was happy,
pregnant at 20 because, for me, and I was, so now she is happy for
getting pregnant at this age, meas well."
whether I am sing1e or married,
Although everything worked
would mess up my whole rigid life out in Leo's favor, mamed life
plan I had set for myself," was not always so easy, especialMcMahan said.
ly with a baby on the way.
At · one point, her husband
Nevertheless, marriage dries
not come so easily for everyone. loE?t his job; Leo said. However, as
Sometimes couples need to break a result, they were able to qualify
up before they can decide if mar- for Medicaid. Now they will no
riage is.what they want. Caroline longer be in debt with medical
Leo, a junior music performance bills for the rest of their lives, she
major who got married at 19, is a said.
"Fbr us, everything just fell
perfect example of this.
"I was so much in love, but into place so right and so quickly."
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·l<nightma·re 2002
Homecoming activities!
GO KNIGHTS!

Thursday Nights

Featuring the b~st break beat DJs

orlando's
1·upscale nightclub

17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida 32801

www.blueroomorlondo.com

(407) 423-2588
21 and up welcome

$15.00 at the door
Complimentary Bar. open to close
(wells. calls. bottled beer)
Check out our all new Friday nights
21 & up • Dress code enforced ·

Happy hour - 4 - 7 p.m.
Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the wall!
Try our speci~lty: Dirty Hoes • 21 and up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the week:
October 29: Lion II (Reggae)
October 30: Halloween Costume Party
November 1: Shaun Rounds Blues Band (Blues) ·
November 2: Dr. Dave Jones (Delta Blues)

"
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~ Majority of virgins have higher self~esteem
virgin; he isn't necessarily waiting for marriage to lose it, or oth•
But that doesn't always e:rWise adhering to any movemake the decision to stay a virgin ment that advocates abstinence.
,
He is simply waiting to find
easier.
Within the first year of col- someone he feels comfortable
,,.
lege, while Jesse's social circle of with to share his first experifriends surrendered their virgini- ence.
ty, one by one, to girls they bareIt's the sa:r;ne choice made by
• ly knew or cared about, Jesse Karri, who was the first among
remained firm in his decision not her group of friends to have sex.
to have sex until he found a good Even so, she kept it a secret for
reason to do it.
many months, until she learned
~
Jesse did not come from a that a number of her friends also
sheltered background, and his were no longer virgins.
family did not attend church
After being in a committed
• every Sunday. Jesse knew about relationship with her boyfriend
sex and protection by the . 10th for eight months and learning
grade, when his father handed how to protect herself from preghim a box of condoms. Jesse had nancy and sexually, transmitted
" every reason to decide to have infections, Karri felt emotionally
sex, except a meaningful rela- --. and mentally secure in her decitionship.
sion to have sex for the first time.
"I think the first time I
''I'm a 19-year-old guy. Of
• course I've thought about having brought it up, he was surprised,"
sex for the fun of it," he said. she said. "But, the more I was
"But I have enough self-control able to talk about it with him, the
and self-respect to restrain more I felt at ease."
myself from going wild."
Although being collfortable
Even though Jesse is -still a with her decision w;:i.s important,
FROM PAGE
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and physically is my top priori-

''

ty."

I'm a 19-year-old guy. Of course I've
thought about having sex for the fun of
it. But Ihave enough self-control and selfrespect to restrain myself from going wild.

-JE, ,

the safety of her and her
boyfriend was equally as important.
"I had talked with my mom
and my doctQr numerous times,"
she said. "I wanted to. find out
about all the risks and everything I had to watch out for." ·
That included pregnancy,
HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STls), the most
common of which on college campuses are genital warts,
Chlamydia and genital herpes.
"I think the hardest part of
my decision was actually asking

him to get tested for me," Karri
said. "I wa_sn't trying to offend
him - I was doing it for the safety of our future relationship."
· She added: "The subject of
virginity today is not a mythical
status - it's a personal choice."
Jesse agreed. Like Karri, he
also is concerned about the risk
of STls. While it may be an awkward topic, he believes it is an
essential one to discuss before
engaging in sex.
"Sex is fleeting. I'm not out
to get laid right away," lie said.
"Preserving myself emotionally

But his roommates and
friends keep pushing the issue.
On a routine basis, his roommates set him up with blind .
dates, hoping that he will finally
ffud the right girl, or the first girl.
"They constantly tell me
how they want -me to hook up
with so-and-so," he said. "I don't
want to be forced into anything
like that." ·
In the past three semesters,
Jesse has dated girls on and off.
He has had a few exclusive relationships, one girl even being a
virgin like himself.
"It doesn't bother me if the
girl is,more experienced, What
matters the most is if I connect
with her," he added.
"It's not that my virginity fa
a defining characteristic of my
existence. Once it happens,
though, I can't go back."
Editors Note: The names afstudents in this story have
been changed to protect theprivaq ofthe individuals
involved

. Ii

1·SPent vears growing up in
church. but that was .les_
s of
what I wanted and lnore of a
~

alorifi~d

hut, hut, hut!

production event.

"

•

it's outof here!

..

nothing but net!

I think thatthere ~~e ·others like me. can I show JDU that it's
not what people tell you it is? Can,I tell JOU the truth?
~

.
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Crossword

arresting officer, "(Kelli) refused to wash up
(before we videotaped her), so she basically
looks (on the tape) like a vampire with blood all
over her face and teeth."

Parents shooting their kids
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Lead stories
• The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission concluded in May that Costco
Wholesale Corp.'s firing of Kimberly M. Cloutier
for refusing to stop wearing an eyebrow ring at
work constituted religious discrimination in that
Cloutier is .a member of the Oregon-based
Church of Body Modification. The church says
piercings and tattoos "are essential to our spiritual salvation." Based on the EEOC ruling,
Cloutier, 27, of West Springfield, Mass., filed a
federal lawsuit against Costco for not "accommodating'' her religious practice, as required by
law.
_• Police in Modesto, Calif., arrested Kelli
Pratt, 45, in October and charged her with
domestic abuse after she, enraged by her husband's refusal to have sex, allegedly held him
down and bit him so viciously and so many times
that his severely ripped-open skin was ripe for
the bacterial infection that killed him six days
later. Kelli suffers from multiple sclerosis and
often uses a wheelchair; husband Arthur, 65, had
recently been hospitalized for diabetes. Sfild an

A man accidentally killed his 14-year-old
son with a crossbow when he mistook the boy for
a deer (Adamsville, Ohio, October). A man accidentally shot his adult son with his Father's Day
handgun (which the son had loaded before giftwrapping) (Coraopolis, Pa., June). A man accidentally fired his hunting bow, driving an arrow ·
into the skull of his 11-year-old daughter, but she
survived (Muncie, Ind., September). An 8-yearold boy was taken away by child welfare officials
in September after his stepfather shamelessly
admitted that he had used a stun gun on the boy
for being late for school (Sweeny, Texas).

Brief thrills

. Terry Devine jumped on a motorcycle immediately after receiving his driver's license in
Greymouth, New Zealand, in September and
sped off at almost 100 mph; his biking experience lasted abou,t 45 minutes, until police caught
him, and his license was suspended. And to
address a self-described "mid-age crisis," Jim
Zimmerman of Saginaw, Mich., bought a HarleyDavidson in September, even though he was 60
years old and hadn't been on a bike in 30 years;
10 seconds into his first ride, he slammed into a
utility pole and broke several ribs, and shortly
afterward sold the_bike.

ACROSS
1 Eng. channel
4 Mayberry lad
8 Capital of
Colombia
14 College cheer
15 Sports
supporters
16 Speaks with
pomposity
17 Inventor Whitney
18 Coll. social club
19 River ends,
- often
20 Shed tears
22 Joyride
24 Leisure
25 Faux
27 Dues levied
28 Drenched
2~ B·rief summary
32 Some on the
Somme
34 Impertinence
35 Part of the Bible
38 Flight simulator,
e.g.
39 Gratifies
43 Movie mouse
45 The like
48 Bakery buy
49 Crafty to the
max
50 NASA's ISS
partner
51 Highland boy
53 Boar's mate
54 Void 's partner?
56 Computer
acronym
58 No votes
61 Fake gold coat
63 Not in favor of
65 Nonsense!
66 Keanu or Dan
67 Garden
vegetables
68 Do one's best
69 Zealous
70 Campers' shelter
71 Form datum
DOWN
1 Make beer
2 Bound package
3 Ojibwa
4 Slightly askew
5 Links 3's, 4's
and S's

t

•

•

•
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6
7
8
9
.
10
11
12
13
21
23

Unsuitable
Erik of "CHiPs"
Portend
Magnetite or
hematite
Strong wind
C11pital of
Canada
Pokes fun
Useful qualities
Somewhat sour
Free from an
obligation
Perfume
Industrious

26
29
. i ns~ct
30 Part of rpm
31 Consume
completely
33 Otters to buyers
34 Post
36 Paths
37 Simon and
Young
40 Rod and Payne
41 Ernie of the
PGA
42 Matched outfit

••
•
See solutions,
page 23

44 Alter again
45 Leon lady
46 Loan shark 47 Soothed
52 Gift recipient
55 Tennis zero
56 Requirement

!

-

57 Lee or Kenton
59 Olden times
60 River of the
Underworld
62 Author
Deighton
64 Adherent: sutt.

Join our team

EARN UP TD
814.DD Hourly!

\

Full Time · Paid Training
Part Time Hours:
Mid Shift 12·B:3DPM • Nights 3·11:DDPM

.NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
lull Time Benefits:
·Holidays, Personal Bays• Campany Matching 4D1K ·
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation

Right around the corner from UCf

Job line · 407~313·1381
12001 Science_Dr. ·- Orlando, Fl 3282&
EOE/DFWP

•
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·Play portrays college
~ dating situations
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felt Stern was being put into a.Il
uncomfortable situation.
Murphy used his seniority
to make him seem "more experienced" . to Stern. Even while
Murphy's aggressiveness increased throughout the scene,
Stern remained timid and did
not say stop, . despite how
uncomfo;rtable the situation got
for her.
Meanwhile, about 90 per~
cent of audience members held
up their stop cards, but Stern
and Murphy would . not stop.
They did not stop because situations like this one happen all
the time and it is rare if anybody ever intervenes, they later
expIained.
But this aggression was
only a beginning to the serious
reality of college dating situations students constantly
encounter. Such situations as
roofies slipped into drinks at
parties to forceful behavior,
such as Mutjihy's, were men- ·
tioned.
"These types of people are
like telemarketers; pushy, unwanted and liarassing," Stern
said.
But when Stern gave
Murphy an opening line to work
with, a more serious issue was
addressed ~ date rape.
"I really didn't rape that
girl," Murphy said over and over
again.
When an issue as serious
as this one is brought up, it is
usually hard to feel sorryfor the
alleged rapist, innocent or not.
But somehow, Murphy managed
to do it by revealing his side of
the story.
Sometimes people are
raped and do not even r:ealjze it
because they do not know what
rape exactly is, Murphy said. If
an individual does not give his
or her verbal consent to engage
in sex, it is considered rape,
despite whether the person may
put up a struggle or not.
"Most people can't distinguish the difference between
rape and regret," Murphy said. ·
"Sometimes it takes them
days or even weeks to realize,"
Stern added..
In addition to performing in
10 percent of the shows for "Sex
Signals," Stern was also an exdirector of a rape crisis center
founded six years ago at the
University of Illinois. She was ·
about 24 years old when she
found herself in the same situation she taught college students
about everyday.
Rapes occur -between people wbo know each other 85

)~

.

how to say what you
think and don't be afraid to say
it: We think we can prevent
rape if we are·conservative or
don't sleep around. But by
doing this you are only
pr~tending you won't.
-GWENDOLYN DRUYOR
Crisis counselor
AT

percent of the time, Stern said.
"Even strong women can shut
down. Luckily my situation didn't end in rape, but I taught this
everyday and I still froze."
But there are ways to prevent rape from happening.
"Learn how to say what
you think and don't be afraid to
say it," Gwendolyn Druyor said,
a crisis counselor for Rape
Victim Advocates and other
main actress for "Sex Signals."
"We think we can prevent rape
if we are conservative or don't
sleep around. But by doing this
you are . only pretending you
won't."
In addition to working with
"Sex Signals," Druyor also carries a bag and a beeper around
24 hours a day for one month to
help any rape victims from
Rape Victim Advocates.
"If 13 hospitals have a victim come in, I come in to help
them become a survivor," she
said.
Druyor also tries to prevent
any possible rapes she might
see from occurring.
"Sometimes I will actually·
go and talk to the women that
the predator is stalking. I totally intervene if I see something
happen now,·1 stop it at ground .
zero."
·
Murphy and Stern were
originally doing one person
comedy shows in Chicago when
they decided to start up "Sex
Signals." Both a;e certified crisis counselors, as well as main
characters for the play. At first,
they performed the play Fri.
and Sat. nights, for five to six weeks at the Stage Left Theatre
in Chicago.
Rape Victim Advocates was
invited to these shows to give
Stern and Murphy input and
assure them that they are credible.
In order to perform these

AsK FOR ZELDA
No waiting to get hair done!
By appointment only!
Relaxers •Mens Cuts• Color
Wraps/Sets • Highlights • Press-N-Curl
Eyebrow Waxing • Short Cuts • Curls

Sassy Hair Styles

'

' t~arn

DISTANCE
EDUCATIO N

shows, one must also be passionate about it, willing to invest time
into it and able to teach it well
Murphy said.
"Keep it light, but at the
same time profound. There is a
fine line between offending
someone and getting a point
across."
Stern agreed that the actors
must remain calm and know
"their stuff" at all times.
"Ies a tall order they fulfill,"
she said.

OWN

Degree seeking students must get authorization from their academic advisors to ensure proper credit

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conducting _
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational Vaccine Being_Developed To.
Immunize Against Smallpox.
To participate in this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders
o Willing to make 7 outpatient visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation up to $250.00 for time and travel
Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S.. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net
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H~w to Piice ~~Ad
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2 Issues (1 week):
$9perwk
8 Issues (4 weeks):
$8perwk
. 24 Issues (12 weeks): $7perwk
$1 per wk
P~yBfeirt Methodi:,:*:~ Bolding:
Large
Headline:
$1 per wk
Cash, Check,

Deadiinl'M
~·V ~
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By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

"",Ji~ce"l\C!CI!;~
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

-

=0

~

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

In Person: University Court, Suite 160
(Univ: & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Ch~s listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

407-447-4555 • classijieds@VClfuture.com
~
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Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and ·
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call .
1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

The Country's Best Yogurt needs
·PT help. Competetive pay. #1945
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people.- FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses
for 3-D creation. $1 O fo·r one hour of
time. Call John for details 407.253.6163'

INTERNET MARKETING
FrtPT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com
or call 888-318-8094. Training,
bonuses, vacations , you name it,
we got it. No Exp Necessary!

Paid Intern. position in the Student
Ministries Dept. at the First United
Methodist Church of Oviedo. Duties
involve planning & implementing
Wednesday & Sunday activities for
students in 7th-12th grades. Pay
commiserate to experience.
Call 407-366-0449
.

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10
Base/Appl PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Gust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
__4_0_1_-8_6_2-_8_1_a6_4_co_11_e_ge_w_o_r_k._c_om
_ _·

1

FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed for
confidential phone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. leave name and number
and your call will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.

SHAMMY ISLAND CARWASH
Looking for PT cashier, female
preferred, 15-20hrs/wk. Please app[y at
locatjon:12180 East Colonial Dr. or
407-207=1294

Admin. Assistant

New to Modeling? Fashion
Photographer is seeking models lboking
to build a portfolio and break into
modeling. Schedule a free test shoot
today at our studio in Downtown
Casselberry. Visit
www.tmc2photography.com :

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

seeking crazy young adult wiliing to wrk.
long hrs. for little pay, minister to more kids
than the old women in the shoe had,
some who don't even appreciate what you
do, but doing it all for the love of life and
the Lord. If you are nutso enough to
accept this all guts and no glory position, I
love you!!! Call us immediately if not
before then at 407-366-0449

Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
Showtime Documentary.
Call 407:256-3903 for details.

Avon Reps. Needed
Call me to Buy/Sell. Great way to
make some EXTRA $MONEY$.
Call Joy 407-425-0329 ·
Avonind.sls.rep

Admin . assistant for nice dntn . real
estate office PT 12hrs./wk, flex .
schedule, energetic with computer
skills, $1 O/hr, start immed.
Call 407-422-1000 ext.174

Earn $2500-$3500 per week!
30 year-old company seeks Reps.
A REAL Product and Need. Earri
thousands a week on your own time.
Email infinite_income2k2@hotmail.com
w/ contact info & best time to call.

3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, and
more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 10p-2a. Nice
smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Cal~Roses ~Y Renee 407-681-3612

...

Graphic Artist Intern Wanted
Marketing firm is seeking an intern
proficient in Quark, Illustrator and
Photoshop. Must be a graphic arts
major. Please fax resume to
407-737-3099 or email
hope@pureconnection.net.

<:i

Ad/PR or Marketing
Intern Wanted
'
Advertising, Marketing & event
services company is seeking a detail .
oriented individual with good writing
skills, friendly attitude and a great work
ethic to assist with event planning, ·
promotion, advertising and cornmunity
relations. Please fax resume to
407-737-3099 or e-mail
hope@pureconnection.net.

1<'1

~1

PART TIME SITTER NEEDED
Mon, Tues evenings and weekends,
very flex. schedule, must have
reliable vehicle.
Call Melissa 407-252-7113

Interested in Modeling?
VACATION TELEPHONE SALES
FT/PT, paid training , excellent
commissions, some weekends req.
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos.
avail. fax:407-482-2786 or email:
jobs@kosmasgroup.com

Visit
www.danncaps .com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
SHAMMY ISLAND CARWASH Looking
for PT cashier, femare preferred, 1520hrs/wk. Please apply at
location:12180 East Colonial Dr. or
407-207-1294

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x90(

\·

9:00AM-Noon or 4:00PM~·7:0

·held at Disney's ~imal Kingdom®Wardrobe I) ·

·.
Disney" animated Character "look-alil<es:' have the opportunity to fulfill the dreams of millions of people
who are drawn to the magic and mystique of Disney. We are looking for smiling faces to bring to life heroes and heroines from classic Disney: animated films.
· Strong candidates should
ers in look, height and personality, have a positive _attitude and a good speaking voice.
lite 5'0'? to 5'2" and 5'5" to 6'4" for males.
;:ges are 5'0" to 6'1" for females.
~'.J>~r}s)1~y). FolloWtHe signs~towards Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge. Turn left at the stop light onto
oad,,;The l\'nimal iq pgdo1111Wardrobe Building is about 1/4 mile up on left.
·
. From 192, tr~vel west to Sherberth 'R~ad. At Sherberth Road, tur.P,right.,The Wardrobe Building is 1/4 mile on the right.
-

-

-

Disney. Now Inspiring:

~

..

EOE• Drawing Creativity from Diversity ©Disney

"'
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mi) HELP WANTED
Need to get published?

•

Orlando community newspaper is
seeking a journalism major in junior
or senior year of college to write and
edit articles. Intern must have good
writing skills, be detail oriented find a
team player. Please fax resume to
407-737-3099 or e-mail
newsdesk@eosun.com.
FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST
Night Clubs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Start today! 407-538-6136

..
•

FT/PT sales & Asst Mgr opp. avail.
immd. @ Storehouse Furniture in
Winter Prk & Altamont. Seeking
outgoing indiv. w/smile! Nights &
weekends a must. Apply in person. Call
407-622-5600 or 407-786-1222 . for
directions.

m
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartments avail. immediately,
3 blocks from UCF, 1 & 2 bedrooms
avail, starting at $450/mth contact
Amber 3:11-229-1426
·172 Reserved Circle, just North of UCF,
off Alafaya. 2/2 Condo. New
carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth.
Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650.
$475/mth, util/cable included,
arnenities:pool (access from room),
garage parking, W/D, storage space,
pets ok, large backyard, 5 min from
UCF,NS, Female preferred,quiet
neighborhood. Easy access to 417.
Call Sandy/Mike 407-677-8391
avail immediately
FOR RENT
3/2 home for rent, ·10 min. from UCF,
washer/dryer and alarm sys. included, ·
$1050/mth, NS, No Pets,
call 407-207-4021
First mth rent free! avail.
immediately, $359/mth, 3 mins.
from UCF, 1B available in a 4B
house, individual lease.
Call 407-694-9460

II

SERVICES

CAN YOU MAKE IT
IN THE JOB MARKET?
So you're graduating ... are you
prepared for.your job' search? Can
you compete in this job market? Do
you know where to find the best
opportunities? What does your resume
say about you? How well do you
interview? Are you prepared to
negotiate for the salary you deserve?
Could you use a helping han_d???
Call BEACON CAREER COUNSELING
(407-629-8900) and let us help you gain
the competitive edge! We offer resume
development, interview preparation, job
search strategies, salary negotiations
and much much more. Mention this ad
and receive a 10% discount!!!
MARY KAY PRODUCTS
Try the latest makeup shades &
discover a fresh new look. Just call
for a free makeover! Contact Kimberly
Hayes 407-296-9423 or log on to
www.marykay.com/khayes9
Audio books piling up? Trade in
for new books! Trade 2-for-1/
receive bookstore credit.Visit Book
Treasures Bookstore,located at Univ.
Blvd.& Goldenrod Rd. next to
Winn-Dixie. M-S 10-7,407-677-9092

Jamaica ........ $679
Cancun .......... $609
Amsterdam ... $609
Paris ............... $597
Includes air & accommodations from Miami.
Prices are per person. Some taxes & fees
not included. Other departure cities and
destinations available. ·

www.statravel.com
OnLlnE

FoRSALE

Why rent? Buy w/ Low Rates.
Faculty, staff or students can
enjoy a 1700 sf SE Orlando Home
for same mo. pymt. as rent. Immaculate
3B/2B w/ XL gar, acre, lots storage,
close to UCF $147,900.
1-850-228-5088 BooI.com.

K&J Resale Furniture
and Mall Grand Opening .
Very clean and nice used furniture
& house hold items 1121 Tucker Ave,
2 blocks east of Home Depot on
Colonial. 407-273-2010.
Wedding Gown For Sale: "Runaway
Bride" dress... "it looks like a bell and
swisbes" Professionally cleaned &.
preserved. Size 8. Will incl
slip/veil/shoes if desired. Asking $600.
Call Kristin 679-6735
Why rent when you can own?
Manufactured home in parkw/2 pools & clubhouse. 3bed/2 bath. All
appliances incl. Newly remodeled.
Close to UCF. Around $700/mth.
Call 407-273-9816.
STOP RENTING & OWN! YOUR 3/1 .5
HOME EX LOCA. 5 MIN TO AIRPORT
15 TO DWNT, NEW CARPET, C/AC/H,
FANS, WARRANTY 1CG W/OPENER &
LRG FENCED BACKYARD READY
NOW $98K BY OWNER
407-273-2017

mJ AUTOMOTIVE
'95 Mustang cope for sale, green ale,.
power, V-6, new tires, 73,300-miles,
cd player, and tint
$5,200 Excellent condition
Call anytime 321-945-6270
1995 Mitsubishi Mirage S
88,000 miles
Engine in PERFECT Condition
$2950 obo
Call 407-435-8826 for details
1996 Saturn SL2
81k miles, Must Sell
$3500, Trac Ctrl,
Manual 5-speed, Leather, ABF
Call: 321-235-9131 or 407-491 -6997

m

FoRRENT

•

FoRRENT

Wanted: Ad salesperson
to represent the East Orange Sun. Ad
sales reps will enjoy commission-based
salary compensation. Please e-mail
resume to newsdesk@eosun.com
or fax to 407-737-3099.

..

m

LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $475/mo + utils call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-92~9
UCF/Riverchase. 2500 sq. ft.
3bed/2bath. 2 car garage, all
appliances + window treatment.
No pets. $1550/mnth. Avail. now.
407-230-1116.
1 bed/bath in 4/4. Living rm. &
kitchen. All util. incl. Fully furnished.
Take over lease. $465/mth. Please
call Stephen at 407-313-7137.

Room avaiL in new 3 bdrm home on
lake, gated community, 6 mins from
UCF, $475/nio includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call
239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.
2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at
River Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park
access. $370+electric/phone. 5 min
from UC~ and Valencia. M/F welcome.
Call 407-273-8805.
Room Avail in NEW 3 BDRM APT only
1 min from UCF. Only $375 + util.
_BBallNBall, Pool, Gym. Priv Bath. Free
Ethernet & Cable, 1 previous owner
321-765-1330 or 321-759-4836
Female roommate wanted, 3/2 home,
all util. & road runner online included.
$475/mth. First.Last & Sec. Call
407-484-8799 or 407-491 -0091

CLOTHES TOO TIGHT?
.Jhe solution is simple & within easy
reach! Be slimmer & better nourished.
All natural supplements. Call
1-800-207-4056

mil

RETAIL

AUDIO/STEREOPHILES, HOME
THEATRE! Hear WhatYou Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to
Any-Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or
Tile Floors. www.kleintechsys.com
Graves R/C Hobbies 407-294-5699
4814 N OBT 1/4 mi N of John Young.
Full supply for A/C, car, boat, 20 heli
RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes. Free CA
Glue w/$10 purchase w/ad.:

CAKES DELIVERED!!
Halloween Party Gakes
Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings
DELIVERED BfAUTIFULLYGIFT PACKAGED
Willi Pl.Arel, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS!

Gotta Order Ibe Cake?
Take the Hassle Qyt!

ROOMMATE NEEDED!
$375/mnth + 1/3 electric.
Share NEW 3 bed/2bath house.
Near UCF.
(407) 568-5004.

II

Buttel'Cleam, Chocolate, carrot
Cakes. Huge Pies, Cheesecakes,
Muffins, Pastnes, Gourmet
Cookies & Morel

mil
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RETAIL
ENJOY BOOKS?

Coffee and chocolate on us Friday nights!
Relax at Book Treasures Used Bookstore.
Caldecott/Newbery authors, classics &
sci-fi all at half-price. Comer of Univ. Blvd.
& Goldenrod next to Wino-Dixie.
Mon. - Sat., 10 am - 7 pm.
407-677-9092.

mON

CAMPUS

Making Choices About Sex & Alcohol
Monday, Oct. 28
7:00pm-8:30pm
Student Union, Key West 218B
pegasus.pc.ucf.edu/-counstst
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Ea·rn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event, Our
programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

~

GREEKS
KA

KAPPA DELTA won Lambda Chi Alpha's
annual philanthropy, WATERMELON
BUST, for the 2nd year in a row! KD
donated 12,000 pound~ of food to
Lambda Chi for the Bread of Life Bank
in Oviedo. The sisters of
KD would
like to give a special thanks to Kristin
Hilton-. We couldn't have done it w/out
your spirit and drive. AOT-your sisters

Perform Better! School, Sports
or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945

• Fun & Easy Transportation
• fmandng Available
• 2yr unlimited mhage warranty ~
• 3 models/ 9 colors
• Major aed"rt cards accepted

Tutor

Jet Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

~..,,~r~

~~· ·W1.~~

.KA-l:AE-Al:Y

,,,,,
"
THE KNIG~t OUT SHUTTLE

orlando executive transportation

introduces
·~·A

14 passenger party van riding from the UCF areo to Downtown Orlando and back. Why take
several cars and risk a DUI, when you can be dropper/ off and picker/ up for less than $10 a person
Available 7 nights a week. Please mention this arl for a 10% discount off round trip price.

401-101-8560

FIJ

on THE /TREET

TRAVEL
Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com!

Air, Hotel, Free FOOD &.DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and
cash to.promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1 445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!
ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed;
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+. 1888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

SPRING BREAK 03 STA TRAVEL
Your on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever yoµ want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
options. Avoid internet scams and below
par hotels. Book with the
agency
that's been there.
·sTA
Travel- UCF Student Union
407.541.2000
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus- Reps, and On-site Staff.
Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas
Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre. 110% Best
Prices! Book now & get Free Parties
& Meals! Group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps! 800-234-7007 or
www.EndlessSummerTours.com

Parts - Sales - Service

Writing instruction and· CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1 @earthlink.net

' ,\•1,.,.,,,.

»

on CRffiPU/

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
.Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SERVICES

Room avail ASAP in 3/2 home 1 mi
from UCF. $425/mo includes Cable,
Util, Road Runner, W/D. Roommates
are quiet, clean. Non-smoker
only please. Call 407-971-9602.
UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up to
-i mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT! Call
Ken at Apartment Hunters for a FREE
search! In office, by fax or
e-mail
407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.

All American Personnel
(407) 445-2222
Executive Placement (no fees!)
Register w/ our agency, call today
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ...
SERVICES
lmmigraci6n, Visas
Traducciones,
Notarios
!Se Habla
Espanol!

lii;1TRAVEL I

KD- SAE- LSU HOMECOMING 2002
The ladies of Kappa Delta would like
to thank the gentleman Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and Lambda Sigma Upsilon,
for an oustanding homecoming.
We had a blast!

fZiI!l

MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

~RELIGION
Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com
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2 large, I-topping pizzas,for $12.99
with your first Pizza Hut online order.
Coupon

C~de

3P

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
Mon- Fri 9am-6pm

407-282-5850
O)

$49.99 ~~fa1i"sted
•24.99 g\~~~8~(taff ·

$49• 99_ Suggested
Retail
•29.99 g1~~~8~(1aff

$79.99 ~~fa11ested
•29.99 g\~~~8~(taff

...sa.oo ~~~~.

•50.OO ~~~~te
FREE+
$25 Cash Back

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

$149.99 ~~?,:r1•d

-so.oo ~~~~.

$20

$99.99

NET COST

NET COST

UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED
Anytime Minutes
Call all you want.
When you want.
To where you want accross
the U.S. for only one monthly,fee

Nights & Weekends

Nights & W.eekends

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

350 Anytime Minutes

500 Anytime Minutes

600 Anytime Minutes

800 Anytime Minutes

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming_

Nationwide Long Distance &
Roaming on AT&T Network

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

Nationwide Long Distance &
Statewide Roaming

..

EXPLANATION OF RATES AND CHAAGESC2002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved.Requires new activation on a qoaliffed on a quaRfied plan, aedi1 approval, a S36 activation lee, one- or two-year agreemen1, a Digital~ phone and up lo a $175 cancel!a!ioo lee. No! available for p1.1rchase or use in au areas. Night and weekend nWiutes. additional Anytime Mir'lltes, Domestic Long Distance, and Discounted Atillonal Lile promotions available lo you as 1oog as
yoo remainactiveoo the same plan and price poinl selected at activation. Usage Is roonded uptolhe next lull rrimlle. Unused l110l'llhli/ rrirw.rtealowances lost Youwill lorf8it benefi1silyou do nol return a signed two-year agreement within 60 daySol activation. Included Anytime MilJ.llesOriy available In the Home caning Area and on the AT&TWireless networl<on AT&T Wireless National Networi< plans.Service may bebiled in a Slbsequont month We to delayed reportilg

fimilalions.

bet«een carriers; this ser.ice wiR be charged a if used il the month billed. Sending text messages, roaming, additional rlilute and long distance charges, and olher.restrlctions, ctiarges, triversal connectivily ctiarge,'surdlarges, assessments to defray the costs lor govemment-manda!ed programs and taxes apply. A\'allal)ilily and reliabiity or se/Vice are sub)ec1 to transmission
Nol avaiable with other offers. O!lefS avaiable ftlr a timiled time. You wil be lxmd by the
GeneralTermsandCondilionsandratejllanandpromotionalmaterlals. AT&TW1relessSha!edAdvan1&90AdditionallinesPromo!ioo: Eachacoountmusthavean'irimumoltwoanda~olfiveAT&T WirelessShamdAdvantagBPlanSubscribers.Eachadditionallinels$14.99withaooo-yearagreementand$9.99 wlthatwo-yearagreem11nteachpermontt1for·lhinl,loorthandlifthphonelinesactivatedduringthepromotionalperiod.Olterexpires02JOEW3i.nesster-

ninafed sooner. Night and Weekend MirlLrles: Available on caUs placed from the Home Calllng Area and applicable 1a'1Q distance charges adtiOOnaJ. Night.and weekend airtime Is from 9~.m. - 5:59a.m. ~-Friday; and FOOa:y, 9:00p.m.- Monday 5:59am. Domestic lOl\g Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to caUs placed from your Home Cai11ng Area to anywhere i'l lhe so lJMed Sta1es. Standard airtima dwges CIPl*f. Oiso:ulted ActivaOOn Fee: Only avaiable with a signed two-year seMce agreemetL You Wiii becharged$26if-signedagreemen1notreceivedwithin60daysol acliYalierl. AT&TWirelessMobileAsslsl Promotion: When you sign up lor AT&TWireless MobileAssist, we will waive the monlt)tyfee of $2.99for two months. The AT&T Wireless MobileAssisl program provides coverage up tosSo per incident. You a1e responsible for any~ charges above the covered servaanlount liritol IOUrservice calsper
calendal year. The AT&T Wireless phone ervoled i'l lhe program must be Jlf8SE!nl when service Is delive1ed. Wireless COV(!llge not available in al areas. Service may be requested using a lardine phone. Coverage will beoomB effective 72 hours after your enrollment. Sel'll::es PfOYided through Asurion. The schedule of ~fits. terms and conditions may vary to confonn to slate laws. Seethe AT&T Wireless MobileAssist Welcome Guile or go to attw;raless.com'pers
assist for fuH tenns and conditions. VoicEFAccessed lnfonnation: Only available in AT&T Wireless ne1Work ares. Accuracy, availablity, and timeliness of the lnlormalion Is not guaranteed and may not be accesOOle at aH lines; delays or omissions may occu~ While your 1equests ere processed, adveJtisements wa 1hlnk wiM be of ln1eresl lo you wll be played. Your phone oomber wil be shared with TellMe K&!worts lo ~e your Yoice-Accessed lnlormaOOn wil be governed
tryTeUMe'spolicies. For~ delais, 'Wf"legal Disclalmer" lromlhe Main Menu.

Included

Digital Features
0

Voice Mail
Caller ID
Call Waiting

FREE ACCESSORY PACKAGE
Handsfree Earpiece, Car Charger, and
Leather Case w/ this ad.
($60 In Savings)

--------------------------------~--------------------
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